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A. Mary and Ken are at a zoo. They are reading a map of the zoo. Read
what they say.
Mary
Ken
Mary
Ken

: Look at the map, Ken. There are many animals in the zoo.
: We are now at the entrance facing the exit. When we enter the zoo, we
can see some birds on our right.
: Yes. We can see some snakes on our left too.

Mary

: If we walk along Village Road and turn left, we can see some lions on
our left. They are opposite the snack bar.
: Where are the pandas? I like pandas. They are lovely.

Ken
Mary

: The panda’s cage is next to the snack bar.
: I see. What other animals can we see?

Ken

: We can see the elephants and the monkeys! The elephants are next to
the bears and the monkeys are opposite the elephants.
: That’s great! Let’s walk around now.

Mary

Write the animals’ names in the correct places. (12%@2%)
1.

3.

5.

2.

4.
3.

6.
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Tick the best answer. (8%@2%)
7. How many kinds of animals are there 8. Mary can find toilets _________.
at the zoo?
( ) A. on Village Road
( ) A. 4
( ) B. on Windy Road
( ) B. 5
( ) C. on Farm Road
( ) C. 6
( ) D. at the entrance
( ) D. 7
9. Mary and Ken cannot see _________ 10. Ken: I like _________. They are the
at the zoo.
kings of the forests!
( ) A. hippos
( ) A. lions
( ) B. pandas
( ) B. elephants
( ) C. bears
( ) C. bears
( ) D. elephants
( ) D. snakes
B. Mary and Ken see some rules at the zoo. Read the rules. Then rewrite
the sentences with ‘should’ or ‘shouldn’t’. (18%@3%)
e.g. Don’t smoke. You shouldn’t smoke.
1. Don’t feed the animals. __________________________________________
2. Keep the zoo clean. _____________________________________________
3. Don’t touch the cages. __________________________________________
4. Take care of children. ___________________________________________
5. Don’t run in the zoo. ____________________________________________
6. Don’t walk on the grass. _________________________________________
C. Read the passage and fill in the blanks with the correct words in the
box. (12%@3%)
on
at
in
Chinese New Year is 1._______ spring. Children are happy because they
can get red packets. 2._______ the second day of Chinese New Year, people
can watch fireworks 3._______ night. Also, they can visit their friends and
relatives during the festival, but they usually do not go out 4._______ the third
day. Isn’t it funny?
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